
   

 

 

FALL NEWSLETTER  

 

 

The purpose of this newsletter is to let you know the progression of speech-language 

skills and the goals that I set for students. Therapy is individualized and differentiated 

even when working within a group. 

 

The main goal for all students is to use the skills that they learn within speech class and 

use them in everyday situations without any cues or models. This is known as carryover. 

 

Articulation Skills: Most students that receive speech do so to work on proper speech 

production of targeted sound(s).  The progression of learning proper sound production 

goes through the following phases: 

 Students work on producing a target sound at the sound level   

 Students work on producing sound(s) at the syllable level. For Example: If 

working on the /f/ sound, syllables worked on would be: fa, fi, fo, fu, if, off, etc.  

 Once students are proficient at the syllable level, students move on to producing 

their targeted sounds at the word level, then short phrases and sentences. This 

is when we discuss where the targeted sound(s) is within the word (initial, medial, 

final position).  

 The next level is the conversational level, which includes carryover practice. 

This is sometimes the hardest skill for students to accomplish. They can produce 

their targeted sound(s) perfectly within speech class but have difficulty carrying 

these skills over into everyday conversations. This is when work at home is 

crucial. 

 

 Students progress through these phases at different rates. Most students progress through 

the first two phrases rather quickly.  

                     
Language Processing Skills:  

 There are many different language skills that may be worked on. There are 

two general areas, which are targeted, expressive language and receptive 

language skills.  

 Some areas that may be targeted within the language areas of speech would be 

proper use/comprehension of grammar, categorization, comparisons, 

following directions, listening comprehension and phonological tasks-to name 

only a few.  

 Areas of weakness within receptive and expressive language are targeted. 

Again, we progress from using good language skills in a small group setting to 

using those skills within everyday situations.  

 



 

 If a student is showing an auditory processing delay, it is very important that 

the strategies that an audiologist has recommended are used within the home 

and within the classroom. 

 

 
Fluency:  

 This is when a student has difficulties with speaking skills due to repetitions of 

sounds, words, phrases and blocks of speech. 

 There are different techniques that can be used and not each strategy works for 

every student. Again, speech-language therapy needs to be individualized and at 

times a trial and error period takes place to see which strategy works best. 

 
 

Voice/Resonance: 

 Disorders where the vocal quality or resonance is not what it should be due to 

many different factors.  

 Usually a medically based disorder. An ENT (ear, nose and throat specialist) or 

another medical professional follows the case.  

 Therapy depends on the cause of the disorder. 

 

 

Hope this reference helps. If you have questions at anytime, please contact me. 

 

 
 

 


